Date / Time
Respondent ID Collector ID Start Date
End Date
Date of Workshop
10079640365 212914378 2018‐06‐22 9:53:37 2018‐06‐22 9:54:05 06/20/2018
10079639492

212914378

1
2
3
4
How satisfied are you with today's workshop?

5

6

7

8

2018‐06‐22 9:52:24 2018‐06‐22 9:53:34 06/20/2018

10079638760
10079637503

212914378
212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:51:23 2018‐06‐22 9:53:06 06/20/2018
2018‐06‐22 9:51:31 2018‐06‐22 9:52:21 06/20/2018

10079636002

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:50:23 2018‐06‐22 9:51:27 06/20/2018

10079635765

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:50:21 2018‐06‐22 9:51:19 06/20/2018

10079634053

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:46:42 2018‐06‐22 9:50:19 06/20/2018

10079634020

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:48:37 2018‐06‐22 9:50:18 06/20/2018

10079628573

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:45:46 2018‐06‐22 9:47:06 06/20/2018

10079627784

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:45:24 2018‐06‐22 9:46:39 06/20/2018

10079626207

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:44:25 2018‐06‐22 9:45:44 06/20/2018

10079624970

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:43:35 2018‐06‐22 9:45:00 06/20/2018

9

9

6

8
6

8

3
7

5
9

It would need to be MUCH longer to have time to really hash out and get in to the details‐ this should be step 1
and there should be 2, 3 and 4 to truly have a real discussion and drill down on the issues of growth.
The blue print for growth was mentioned, but not explained. 20 minues to level set on what that is would have
been helpful.
More these more often! I want to know how this data is used. I wanted more focus. I loved discussing choices but
10 there wasn't enough time to dig deep.
I wasn't aware that this would be a round table discussion. I thought the city would be sharing their growth plans
and solutions to address issues. This is disappointing.
I like that the event was open ended for excitement and concerns. I think it could have been nice to have more
insight into what actual possible outcomes could be achieved by the end of the meeting.
Many people I spoke to about coming to this workshop felt it would be a formality on the part of city leaders and
that the public would not be heard. There is an attitude that communication between city leaders and the
established neighborhoods has declined. People tell me that they don't vote anymore because they don't see the
point. That saddens me. I am hoping this is more than a formality. We hope this is not just an exercise.
I would say less big group time where the same ideas were repeated and more table time to dig into underlying
issues. Also, we talked more concerns than solutions. I would have enjoyed an entire conversation based on
solutions.
This was great! I loved participating. Maybe it could be done more often so more people can feel like they have
10 been heard.
Perhaps direct attendees to the Blueprint Boise website prior to the workshop. How will results of collation of
concerns be communicated to Boise residents? Voting on charts was confusing. Separate "positive" from
"concerns"

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:42:25 2018‐06‐22 9:44:17 06/20/2018

10079622450

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:42:09 2018‐06‐22 9:43:31 06/20/2018

10079620105

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:41:14 2018‐06‐22 9:42:08 06/20/2018

10079620023

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:39:55 2018‐06‐22 9:42:05 06/20/2018

8

10079618052

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:39:54 2018‐06‐22 9:40:55 06/20/2018

8

10079615986
10079615941

212914378
212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:38:05 2018‐06‐22 9:39:45 06/20/2018
2018‐06‐22 9:38:28 2018‐06‐22 9:39:44 06/20/2018

8

10079612338
10079610810
10079609817
10079608455

212914378
212914378
212914378
212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:36:52
2018‐06‐22 9:36:11
2018‐06‐22 9:35:25
2018‐06‐22 9:34:58

10079607097

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:33:21 2018‐06‐22 9:34:34 06/20/2018

10079604946
10079603045

212914378
212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:32:31 2018‐06‐22 9:33:19 06/20/2018
2018‐06‐22 9:31:29 2018‐06‐22 9:32:15 06/20/2018

9

10079599601

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:28:14 2018‐06‐22 9:30:15 06/20/2018

9

10079599233

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:28:12 2018‐06‐22 9:30:03 06/20/2018

8

10079595992

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:27:22 2018‐06‐22 9:28:11 06/20/2018

8

10079595829

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:26:52 2018‐06‐22 9:28:06 06/20/2018

10079594416

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:25:56 2018‐06‐22 9:27:20 06/20/2018

10079593520

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:25:17 2018‐06‐22 9:26:48 06/20/2018

10079591865

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:24:53 2018‐06‐22 9:25:53 06/20/2018

9

10079590756
10079590008

212914378
212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:23:51 2018‐06‐22 9:25:14 06/20/2018
2018‐06‐22 9:24:12 2018‐06‐22 9:24:50 06/20/2018

9
9

10079588770
10079588152

212914378
212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:23:11 2018‐06‐22 9:24:07 06/20/2018
2018‐06‐22 9:22:55 2018‐06‐22 9:23:45 06/20/2018

9

10079586793
10079586545

212914378
212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:22:25 2018‐06‐22 9:23:00 06/20/2018
2018‐06‐22 9:21:51 2018‐06‐22 9:22:51 06/20/2018

06/20/2018
06/20/2018
06/20/2018
06/20/2018

Excellent organization and structure Excellent facilitation Would like more time ‐ even 30 minutes would help
These sorts of meetings can only "drill down" so far on issues among 100 participants. So there's a superficiality
that is perhaps unavoidable and is understandable. But there has to be a way to move the public discussion
beyond just simple issues of concern to a more focused series of tangible steps the city and its leaders can take to
respond to citizen concerns. In short, we need community conversation 2.0 to move this conversation along.
10 Five of the tables
Organized by neighborhood would have made it make more sense, if each table is 6/10 downtown or collister the
overall table view will leave out neighborhoods with fewer people.
Too short A longer citizen‐led commission needs to be created One‐two years with independent staff. Will
ultimately take Boise where it needs to go.
Need more opportunity to talk about solutions to the problems. Obviously that's the contentious bit but talking
about it can help drive conservation. The problem session highlighted a lot of the solutions ‐ unfortunately the city
can't really implement these solutions.

10079623745

2018‐06‐22 9:37:38
2018‐06‐22 9:36:44
2018‐06‐22 9:36:08
2018‐06‐22 9:35:22

10 Open-Ended Response
What could have been done better?
10

5

8

9
8
8
9

8

8

Appreciated the venue at St. Al's (easy access and parking) and NOT downtown or at BSU.

Maybe facilitators should not all be from Boise City govt?
No.
I fear this will be used to confirm what city already know and wants to do.
We need to maybe consider linking the discussion to what is within the city's power? Lots of discusssion on things the city
has no control over ‐ roads, transit, local option.
The city is in a precarious position promoting itself as the "most livable" is only driving more growth ‐ gas on the fire and
already we can't possibly keep up with the pace of change and infrastructure demands.
More clarity around how this info will be utilized going forward. I heard "analyzed" and "shared" but what action can we
expect? Thank you for opening the conversation
As a citizen I want to be involved as I can with the future of Boise. What else can I do? Email me! Osyten@live.com
Be more clear about participants role in event and that it'll be round table discussion and not the city sharing plans.
Great event! The fact that this exists shows that Boise cares about its residents.

I would love to feel more of a sense of problem solving at these workshops that will be applied.

I'm grateful that my voice was heard as a 20‐year old female.
Thank you for providing food! Didn't have time for dinner after work. Facilitator was great. Very well done set up and flow to
evening. Thank you!
Great discussion in our group and thoughtful ideas (table 11). Facilitator did an excellent job. Add discussion on Sports
Complex proposal.

The experience was somewhat simplistic and there was not entirely time to participate at length.
Logistics: clearer about how much time we have to discuss topics. Avoid going down rabbit holes! Option to not
have to publicly speak‐ fishbowl with randomly drawn participant‐submitted topics. We could only choose from
negative options for our stickers!
10 I think it went great. Action needs to be taken. Actions will speak for these words.

Thank you for the opportunity to participate. Venue was great (&food) I appreciated hearing others ideas and opinions.

Better information about event and directions/location. Address was incorrect on website.
More time for table discussion after the report outs from the other tables.
Well as we draw to a close it is apparent that more time would be helpful
It was my first experience and I only see positive aspects in the workshop.
In some ways I wish the mayor would have stayed to hear my voice and voice of others versus my words on a
10 flipchart.
Facilitators great Organization great Implementation great Discussion great Food nice touch Convenient
location
10 Longer work session so we could move tables.
Make it clear how this feedback will be filtered, prioritized and made actionable. Engage other govt entities‐
ACHD State, County (or tell us you tried to)
More specificity with questions. "What do you find good/bad about growth/transportation/density/etc" will give
you a lot of the same generic answers. If you want real feedback, ask very specific questions then ask for
additional comments.
Viewed it live on public tv. Maybe each group do a priority metric where key concerns are rated thus giving each
concern a weight. The same could be done in regards to the "positives" of Boise

Enjoyed hearing about other people's concerns, likes, dislikes. Certainly a common thread throughout the room.
Let's have a lot of these workshops‐ ongoing. . ..
Grow the funds by taxing those coming in. Let them pay there way to be here.

10
9

Open-Ended Response
Do you have any other feedback?
Excellent opportunity ‐ Thank you!!

Thank you, City of Boise! I'm proud to live in a city where leadership chooses to listen‐ as difficult as it can be. I hope there
are more focused workshops in the near future.
Little bit bigger table group. We had 4 and would liked to have 6 people

When is our next meeting? We should keep this core group together and come back to get more ideas. Most of us want to be
solvers and doers not just stating problems. Thank you for the opportunity!
I hope the city listens.
I appreciate that we are given this opportunity
Very professional and kind engagement model with constructive suggestions Appreciate the mayor setting the context.

Need to discuss solutions Have people propose ideas. It's a lot harder than commenting on good/bad.

Thank you for the food (Yum!) Appropriate meeting space "Ground rules" was a nice way to start Providing a facilitator
was helpful so we didn't need to take notes ourselves
Good idea to assign people to tables to get a mix of opinions. Clarify goal of participation or maybe I missed it. Wasn't
prepared to discuss but enjoyed hearing from others.

Put question on main slide to keep people on topic‐ facilitator did a good job though
‐ Good format ‐ More education about Blueprint Boise and where people can find the doc. and opportunities for
community members to get involved.
Please follow up with the community on the results & steps that will be taken from the recommendations
I think you can use social media and other portals to get more public feedback. Also can put priorities to a vote. it's possible
I think it would have been good to have Council, State and other govt leaders had been here.
to do that.
I sat with amazing people who are doing amazing things in this community ‐ we have no shortage of visionary leaders quietly
Let us know the process for how this feedback will be used ‐> what are next steps.
doing their jobs here. I am completely energized by tonight's discussions.
The event was very good I have no complaints
Just make sure these ideas are acted upon
Give the time constraints and the diversity of the group, I'm not sure you could accomplish a whole lot more than
you did. Nice job, well done.
Translating community input into actionable and effective policy is the next challenge. Please follow through.
10 Not much! Well planned and lots of great ideas!
Very interesting evening! Glad I attended.
There was not an opportunity to make suggestions for improvements. That would have been really interesting to
10 explore.
It was a lot of fun. I learned a lot.
More diverse group relating to demographics/economics
Keep Boise Boise and not turn it into something its not

10079585227
10079582906
10079582327
10079581701
10079580651

212914378
212914378
212914378
212914378
212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:20:58
2018‐06‐22 9:20:11
2018‐06‐22 9:19:36
2018‐06‐22 9:19:37
2018‐06‐22 9:18:37

2018‐06‐22 9:22:05
2018‐06‐22 9:20:48
2018‐06‐22 9:20:27
2018‐06‐22 9:20:06
2018‐06‐22 9:19:30

06/20/2018
06/20/2018
06/20/2018
06/20/2018
06/20/2018

10079580538
10079579110

212914378
212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:18:44 2018‐06‐22 9:19:27 06/20/2018
2018‐06‐22 9:18:22 2018‐06‐22 9:18:40 06/20/2018

8
9
9
8
9

A little better advertising on what to expect prior to attending. (ex format, process, etc) Timeline on when this
info will be compiled, analyzed and acted upon. Just let participants know.
10 Local beer and wine!
Have less intro time by elected officials
Maybe some beer and wine
Dedicating a few minutes to proposed solutions to the issues discussed.
Give a way to voice ideas that do not rise to the top in group discussions More time?
10 This is a well done workshop and a great format!

I just really appreciate the fact the city set this up. Well done!
I hope to see these concerns really truly addressed. I appreciate the format and the assigned seating.
Dr. Jen kept responses moving! Bonnie was a very good facilitator
My facilitator did a great job! Thanks for this!
I'm very happy to see the city taking this step to hear input from its citizens.
It would be great to be contacted with the results from these workshops. Thanks to Jen for putting this together!

Need more transparency in government and easier way to obtain info. Example: To look up development impact fees for the
Kensington Apt. complex I had to search every single permit for each build to view it separately, I sent a public records
Possibly have attendees fill out a questionnaire/survey in advance to narrow down topics and leave more time for request to obtain a fee total and was told $3,000, which is incorrect, one number to aligned to an entire development project
would be superior!
discussing solutions vs. just sharing worries
Tables should be full. Overbook the next 2 sessions. Where are developers and business owners? Send out a stat
pack to participants ‐ + org chart as to how city of Boise and ACHD and Ada county interact during this growth
spurt.
Transparency is a must. Publicize the results on the website Use neighborhood associations as a city resource.

10079578676

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:14:27 2018‐06‐22 9:18:24 06/20/2018

8

10079578531

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:16:51 2018‐06‐22 9:18:20 06/20/2018

8

10079574401

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:14:24 2018‐06‐22 9:15:59 06/20/2018

10079571171

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:11:49 2018‐06‐22 9:14:09 06/20/2018

10079568269

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:11:11 2018‐06‐22 9:12:31 06/20/2018

9

10079565281
10079561416

212914378 2018‐06‐22 9:09:24 2018‐06‐22 9:10:50 06/20/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐21 15:15:55 2018‐06‐22 9:08:42 06/20/2018

9

10079560315

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:05:49 2018‐06‐22 9:08:04 06/20/2018

10079558465

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:05:49 2018‐06‐22 9:07:03 06/20/2018

8

10079554376

212914378

2018‐06‐22 9:04:08 2018‐06‐22 9:04:44 06/20/2018

8

Request that a citizen/city advisory council be formed. So many individuals with talent/knowledge/experience
10 were gathered here tonight‐ let's keep using them throughout the planning on growth.

Use special newsletter to reach us, seek our input, our opinions‐ we're a captive audience and we love Boise!

I think the format of the small group discussions then sharing out the top 3 items from the small group discussion
10 was very effective ‐ I especially like hearing the different perspectives from small and large shareouts!
I like how respectfully ideas were shared!
Boise leaders would benefit from welcoming diverse opinions, taking the interests of residents and neighborhoods seriously,
and seeing tax payers as allies, not adversaries. When well‐meaning people are shut down when trying to work constructively
Good process and facilitation; more please!
we either become disengaged or antagonistic.
The opportunity to have impact into long range planning issues is GREATLY appreciated. If our hopes are accurate this input
10 N/A
will greatly affect planning.
Slow down Boise, what's the hurry? Once open spaces are replaced by roads, houses, malls, they're gone!
Presentation on what is happening to set the scene on why we are growing, what tools does the city have and
10 what are the road blocks from other gov agencies.
Thank you for hosting this out of downtown.
Could have been more people to fill the empty chairs. I know it was "sold out" at one time and then it opened
back up again. But people cancel and people no show.
Very well done! Thank you for the snacks before the conversation. Could have had more gender diversity at my table.
Open it to more people. Reduce amount of time about city growth positives. Their are more concerns and fears
about how city will address.

